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• Measurements of the brightness of objects 
• Top-of-Atmosphere (TOA) magnitude of an object as 

observed by a given bandpass  

• AB magnitude: 

•         — Spectral Energy Distribution (SED), ergs/cm2/s/Hz 
•         — System response, dimensionless, b = ugriz, etc. 
• Photometry: Average of an SED weighted by the 

system response

Broadband Photometry
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SN Ia at z = 1
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• Magnitude depends on the system response 
• Photometry System — natural system for one survey 

• Color transformation between photometry systems

Broadband Photometry
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 Johnson-Morgan-Cousins to SDSS

Smith et al. 2002



Photometric calibration

• Übercal calibration: 
• Grey-term correction with repeat measurements of stars 
• Zeropoint only; No color-term applied  

• However…. 
• System response also varies within one survey 

• From exposure to exposure 
• From CCD to CCD 
• Atmospheric transmission — time and airmass  
• Instrumental throughput — position (and time)
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The Dark Energy Survey

Dark Energy Camera 
(DECam)
Cerro Tololo Inter-American 
Observatory

5 year survey over 525 
nights, 2013-2018
5 filters: g,r,i,z,Y
~5,000 sq. degree
~24th mag in g-band with 10 
tiling

Year 4 observing now
Year 1-3 for DR1 release



The Dark Energy Survey (DES)

• Constrain the Dark Energy Equation 
of State with: 
• Supernova 
• Weak Lensing 
• Large Scale Structure 
• Galaxy Clusters 

• DECam 
• 62 2k x 4k CCDs 
• 570 megapixel camera 
• < 20s readout time 
• ~3 deg2 field-of-view 
• Unprecedented 

sensitivity
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3 to 5 relative to Stage II, depending on the level of optimism. Our own forecast constraints for DES are
given below in Table 1 and correspond to an increase by a factor of 4.6 in the combined FoM over the DETF
Stage II value. Our projections for the FoM for each method lie toward the optimistic ends of the DETF
projections for Stage III; we justify the assumptions underlying these projections in §2.-5..

We note that considerable uncertainties in the systematic error levels remain for each of the methods.
Some of those will be pinned down by further theoretical work, e.g., via N -body simulations, while others
will likely only be determined once we have the large DES data set in hand and carry out internal and
external cross checks of each method. On the other hand, we find that the forecast combined FoM for DES
appears to be robust to changing the level of systematic uncertainty in any one of the dark energy probes.

Figure 1: 68% CL forecast DES constraints in the w0–wa plane from the four probes: BAO (black), clusters
(magenta), weak lensing (blue), and SNe (green), each combined with the Planck CMB prior; the filled,
red region shows the constraints from combining the four methods. All other cosmological parameters and
the nuisance parameters for each method have been marginalized. To better show the degeneracies for each
method, in this plot we have not included the DETF stage II constraints, unlike in Table 1.

Our forecasts are based on Fisher matrix calculations. For the fiducial cosmological model, we take
the matter density !mh2 = 0.14, dark energy density !DE = 0.73, w0 = −1, wa = 0, matter power
spectrum amplitude σ8 = 0.75, baryon density !bh2 = 0.024, spectral index ns = 1, and spatial curvature
!k = 0, consistent with currentWMAP constraints. We allow each of these parameters, including the spatial
curvature, to vary, but we impose massless neutrinos, no tensor contribution to the CMB, and no running
of the scalar spectral index. We assume that the primordial perturbations are adiabatic and Gaussian, as
expected in the simplest classes of inflation models. The forecasts assume a Planck prior for the CMB, as
adopted by the DETF. For each dark energy probe, we derive marginalized 68% CL constraints on w0 and
wa using the Planck prior and the survey parameters and assumptions outlined in the following sections. We
then combine the Fisher matrices for all four probes to derive the combined marginalized constraints. The
results are shown in Fig. 1 and displayed in Table 1.

In addition to measuring the effective dark energy equation of state and determining whether it is consis-
tent with Einstein’s cosmological constant, we plan to address the fundamental question of whether cosmic
acceleration is caused by dark energy or by a modification of General Relativity (GR) on large scales. Such a
modification is expected to alter the growth rate of large-scale structure in a manner not captured by a single
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Forecast
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Marshall et al, in prepRheault et al. 2014, SPIE

• Monochromatic light: 
• 2nm width (1-10nm) 

• Coarse scan: 
• out-of-band light inspection 
• 300-1000 nm for each filter 
• 10 nm in step 

• Fine scan: 
• throughput measurement 
• +/-  50 nm around each filter 
• 2nm in step 

• Frequency 
• only scan during cloudy nights 
• (dome light leaking at Blanco!) 
• ~2 hr per band, about 3 filter per 

night 
• depend on weather but roughly 2 

full sets per year

DECal 
Spectroscopic calibration system for DECam



DES Instrumental Throughput
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Burke et al, in prep
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Radial Variation in i-band 
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Throughput at 
different radii
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Marshall et al, in prep
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out-of-band light

Marshall et al, in prep



Instrumental Throughput Variation 
Over Time

• Throughput vs. time  — no difference monitored
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Marshall et al, in prep



Atmospheric Transmission Variation 
Over Time
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Li et al. 2014, SPIE

Precipitable Water 
Vapor (PWV) mainly 
affects DES z and Y 
band 

Auxiliary systems to 
monitor the variation 
in the atmosphere. 

• aTmCam 
• GPSMon 
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Systematic Chromatic Errors

• When the system response deviates from a standard 
system response, this variation will introduce systematic 
chromatic errors (SCE) that depend on source colors. 

• Not only grey-term calibration, but also chromatic 
correction needed in one survey. 

• An assessment of SCE in DES is given in Li+2016
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SCE on stars for airmass change from 1.2 to 1.8

24
Li et al. 2016 2nd-order atmospheric extinction term



SCE on SNIa for PWV change from 3mm to 10mm
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Li et al. 2016



SCE on elliptical galaxy for 2nm shift in the 
instrumental throughput
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Li et al. 2016



Compare to DES data
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Li et al. 2016

Correct SCE caused by the variation 
in the instrumental throughput

DECal scan results in i-band

Marshall et al. in prep

r < 0.1Rmax vs. r > 0.6 Rmax

Before correction: SCE > 20mmag 
After correction:    SCE < 3mmag



Outline

• Broadband Photometry and Dark Energy Survey (DES) 

• Variation of the System Response in the Instrument and 
Atmosphere 
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• Plan for DES Photometry Calibration  
• Year 3 internal data release 
• Forward Global Calibration Method 
• Chromatic Corrections
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Forward Global Calibration Method

• Define a standard system response 
• Minimize the difference of the repeat measurements of 

stars 
• Measurements of instrumental throughput and 

atmospheric transmission from auxiliary systems 
• For a given CCD on a given exposure 

— one zeropoint and one system response 
— zeropoint is derived w.r.t a G-type star 

• Zeropoint for every exposure+CCD used for image coadd 
• Additional chromatic corrections needed for every object 
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Burke et al. in prep



Chromatic Correction Task Force

• Chromatic corrections are derived for every object in every 
single epoch exposure 

— Stars: First order chromatic correction 
— Galaxies: Not determined yet 

• effects on photo-z 
— Supernova: Full integrated chromatic correction 

•   Corrections from multiple exposures are weighted-averaged 
as the final chromatic corrections in the coadd catalog
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G star SED
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G star SED
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r zi

First-order chromatic correction 
• First order approximation on the SED based on the color 

Pros: fast computation, no SED needed 
Cons: first order approximation



SN Ia at z = 1
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r zi

Full integrated chromatic correction 
Pros: more accurate if the input SED is correction 
Cons: more computation power; need an SED



Conclusions

• System response change from one exposure to another, 
and from one CCD to another 
• even within one CCD — future work! 

• This variation will introduce systematic chromatic errors 
that cannot be calibration with grey-term only corrections. 

• A forward global calibration method is needed take care 
both the grey-term correction (zeropoint) and chromatic 
corrections.
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